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Major Processes
Impact communition
Impact melting 
Formation of agglutinates 
Solar wind sputtering
Impact vaporization
Impact vapor condensation
Shock welding of grains
Thermal welding of grains



Concept of soil maturity
Maturity of lunar soil is the collection of 
properties which have changed over time as 
the soil has been exposed at or near the 
surface
Immature soils have had little exposure
Mature soils have have significant exposure
The most mature lunar soils have had 
around 100my exposure time



What happens as lunar soils 
mature?
•The mean grain size decreases
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What happens as lunar soils 
mature?
•The mean grain size decreases and the 
agglutinate abundance increases
•Agglutinates increase
•The shape of the grain size distribution 
changes





How do lunar size distributions 
compare to experimental data?







Soils follow an evolution path as 
they become more mature (Path 1)



Soils may also follow a different 
evolution path (Path 2)



Mixed, path 2 soils may have 
unusual properties



The evolution of lunar soils can 
be modeled:
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The model can be described by equations
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How does regolith evolution 
relate to regolith thickness?
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How does regolith evolution relate to 
regolith thickness?



Conclusions

The lunar regolith has evolved in a complex but 
predictable way
Soil maturity is a key concept that must be considered 
an independent parameter in planning lunar 
operations
For some lunar surface operations it is more important 
than chemistry or mineralogy
Simulants must consider maturity-related properties
Simply grinding rock will not produce an adequate 
simulant
Determination of grain size distribution must a key 
element of future exploration



A simulant workshop was held 14 
years ago; the report is available at 
LPI
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